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Abstract 

This article is to describe the working theorem and composition of one kind of automatic 
harvesting control system for sugarcane harvesting machine. It has its own ways to 
control harvesting in this system, one is parameterize pre-setting function and the other 
is one key harvesting function, it brings several advantages of operating simplification 
and less working strength for driver. Moreover, this system adopts control technology to 
prevent transporting channel from blocking while harvesting, can effectively protect 
cutting blade and improve harvesting efficient. 
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1. Introduction 

Sugarcane harvesting machine is one kind of tool to realize mechanize harvest and replace 
manual harvest, it is widely used by farmers in domestic sugarcane planting area, especially in 
Guangxi and Canton province. As we know, it needs kinds of procedures combination to 
complete harvesting, such as cutting, transporting and cleaning, etc. So it brings the 
disadvantage of operating complicated and increasing the working strength of driver, it isn’t 
good for continuous harvesting and harvest efficient. In order to solve this question of operating 
complicated, this article is here to introduce one kind of automatic harvesting control system 
design, this system is of parameterize pre-setting function. First to input these parameters of 
engine speed, driving motor speed, cutting blade motor speed, channel motor speed and 
cleaning motor speed on monitor, then turn on one key harvesting switch, in the end the 
machine will work automatically with parameterizing demand. This system adopts 
parameterize pre-setting function to improve the level of harvesting operation simplify and 
automatic. Moreover, it can prevent transporting channel from blocking while harvesting also, 
so it has two core aspects of cutting blade protection and high harvesting efficient. Current 
research direction focus on parameterize pre-setting and channel transporting blocking 
solution. 

2. System Component 

There are totally 10 components in this Automatic harvesting control system, including 
automatic harvesting switch-1, controller-2, monitor-3, engine speed-4, driving speed valve-5, 
cutting blade speed valve-6, channel speed valve-7, cleaning fan speed valve-8, hydraulic 
pressure sensor-9 and cutting blade height level unit-10. And the component connect 
relationship as below, first automatic harvesting switch-1 connects to controller-2 with electric 
circuit, then controller-2 connects to monitor-3, engine speed-4, driving speed valve-5, cutting 
blade height valve-6, channel speed valve-7, cleaning fan speed valve-8, hydraulic pressure 
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sensor-9 and cutting blade height level unit-10 with electric circuit also, that is all. System 
component is shown as Fig.1. 

 
Fig.1 System Component 

3. System Theorem 

There is parameter setting interface on monitor-1 of this system, first we will input working 
parameter through monitor-1 before harvesting, such as engine speed, driving valve current, 
cutting blade valve current, channel valve current and cleaning fan valve current. Then 
controller-2 forwards these signal to respective receiver, such as engine speed-4, driving speed 
valve-5, cutting blade height valve-6, channel speed valve-7, cleaning fan speed valve-8. Later 
on to turn on automatic control switch-1, in the end the machine will start harvesting following 
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our parameter demand. When there is channel blocking happened, controller-1 will reduce the 
driving speed gradually according to the feedback of hydraulic pressure sensor-9 and engine 
speed-4, meanwhile, it will higher cutting blade due to the feedback of cutting blade height level 
unit-10. System theorem is shown as Fig.2. 

 

 
Fig.2 System Theorem 

 

There is channel block protection programming ready in controller-2, when channel block is 
occurred, controller-2 will slow down driving speed-5 and move up cutting blade-6 according 
to the feedback of engine speed-4 and cutting blade height level unit-10. Channel block 
protection programming working flow as below,  

1) If meet any one condition of over-high pressure of cutting blade, over-high pressure of 
channel and engine speed dropping down, it must slow down driving speed.  

2) If meet any one condition of over-high pressure of cutting blade, over-high pressure of 
channel and cutting blade speed dropping down after driving speed slows down, it must move 
up cutting blade.  

3) If satisfy with the condition of standard pressure of cutting blade and standard speed of 
cutting blade together, it will move cutting blade back to the pre-setting height level. 

4) If satisfy with the condition of standard pressure of cutting blade, standard pressure of 
channel, standard speed of cutting blade and standard speed of engine together, it will recover 
driving speed to the pre-setting value. 

5) If meet any one condition of over-high pressure of cutting blade, over-high pressure of 
channel and cutting blade speed dropping down, it must stop moving.  

6) If satisfy with these condition of standard pressure of cutting blade, standard pressure of 
channel, standard speed of cutting blade and standard speed of engine, it will recover driving 
automatically when driving handle is in neutral position. [1] 

4. System Circuit Structure And Working Flow 

4.1. System Circuit Structure 

The circuit structure of this system is composite of power circuit, CPU (Central Process Unit), 
A/D (Analogue and Digit) circuit, PWM (Pulse-Width Modulation) circuit, CAN (Controller Area 
Network)-bus circuit. Wiring circuit structure is shown as Fig.3. 
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Fig.3 System Circuit Structure 

4.1.1. Power Circuit 

This circuit is charge for the power of controller-2 , its main function is to transfer DC24V into 
+5V and +3.3V. And +5V is to support the intergrade circuit, +3.3V is the reference voltage (Vcc) 
for this power module, due to the comparison between Vfand Vcc,  this power module will self-
balance the signal to secure the output steadily for power circuit. [2]Power circuit is shown as 
Fig.4. 

 
Fig.4 Power Circuit 

4.1.2. CPU Circuit 

CPU (Central Processing Unit) is the core part of controller-2, it responses for data calculation 
and data storage. After receiving the pre-setting parameter from monitor, CPU will transfer it 
to electric signal and forward it the respective valve, in this way it will control harvesting 
successfully with the signal of driving speed, channel speed, cutting blade height and cleaning 
fan speed. 

3.1.2.1 A/D Circuit 

A/D (Analogue and Digit) circuit is including switch signal module and analogue signal module. 
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The working theorem of switch signal module is to transfer switching signal into the value of 
0/1 through the capacitor, after signal transforming completed, CPU can understand and 
calculate it clearly. The working flow is as below, when it is switching on, the capacitor keep 
charging with the power till its electric quantity reaches +24V, and CPU will regard it as 1. Verse 
wise, when it is switch off, this capacitor begins discharging till its electric quantity reaches 0V, 
and CPU will regard it as 0. In order to exclude the interference signal input, we had better adopt 
this way of delay counting to collect signal in programming design. Switch signal circuit is 
shown as Fig.5. 

 
Fig.5 Switch Signal Circuit 

 

The working flow of switch signal circuit is shown as Fig.6. 

 

 
Fig.6 Switch Signal Circuit Working Flow 
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The function of analogue signal module is to transfer physical value into electric signal through 
+3.3V voltage detecting circuit, when outside sensor circuit connects to this module, CPU can 
understand and calculate it clearly. The working flow is as below, for instance, first to put 
cutting blade height level sensor connect to this module successfully, then this module will 
reflect variety voltage to CPU when different resistance value input, later on CPU will calculate 
the dividable voltage and forward the result to the monitor base on function relationship, in the 
end monitor will displays the value in number and shape correctly. Analogue signal circuit is 
shown as Fig.7. 

 
Fig.7 Analogue Signal Circuit 

 

The working flow of analogue signal circuit is shown as Fig.8. 

 

 
Fig.8 Analogue Signal Circuit working flow 
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3.1.2.2 PWM Circuit 

PWM (Pulse-Width Modulation) circuit is composite of syntonic circuit, voltage comparator and 
power transistor. The working flow is as below, CPU control the voltage output with duty ratio 
modulation, the definition of duty ratio is the percent of positive-side cycle to whole pulse cycle. 
When pulse duty ratio is increasing, the output voltage is high. Verse wise, when pulse duty 
ratio is reducing, the output voltage is low. And the power transistor is working as a switch to 
control the output circuit, when it is closed, the circuit outputs PWM signal, verse wise no PWM 
output. And voltage comparator is to adjust the pulse duty ratio according to the feedback of 
comparison between Vf (reference voltage) and Vss (basic voltage), when it finds Vf >Vss , it will 
low down the duty ratio. when it finds Vf <Vss , it will higher the duty ratio. In this way it will 
guarantee the PWM output reliably. [3] PWM circuit is shown as Fig.9. 

 

 
Fig.9 PWM Circuit 

 

The working flow of PWM circuit is shown as Fig.10. 

 

 
Fig.10 PWM Circuit Working Flow 
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3.1.2.3 CAN-bus Circuit 

CAN-bus circuit is composite of CAN communication module and communication lines, one of 
its main function is to provide the connection port for CAN communication lines, the other is 
data communication processing. CAN communication lines is make from double twisted line 
with shield cover, one line is CAN_H, another is CAN_L. The signal voltage of CAN_H is 2.5V-3.5V, 
and CAN_L is 1.5V-2.5V, so the total is 5V when they are working. [4] In order to remove the 
interference in communication line, it requires a terminal resistor with 120Ωto set in each side 
of line, the purpose is to absorb the reflecting wave energy from data transportation. Data 
communication is basic on J1939 protocol, so each CAN-bus module can communicate with 
each other with same language. CAN-bus Circuit is shown as Fig.11. 

 

 
Fig.11 CAN-bus Circuit 

 

Data receiving working flow of CAN-but circuit is shown as Fig.12. 

 
Fig.12 CAN-bus circuit data receiving working flow 
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Data sending working flow of CAN-but circuit is shown as Fig.13. 

 

 
Fig.13 CAN-bus circuit data sending working flow 

5. System Application 

This automatic harvesting control system has been applied in LG sugarcane harvesting machine 
and running successfully, and we validate the performance of one key harvesting function and 
channel block protection function on real machines already. 

5.1. System component layout 

System component layout is shown as Fig.14. 
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Fig.14 System component layout 

1. Automatic harvesting switch 2.Controller 3.Monitor 4.Engine 5. Driving speed valve 
6.Cutting blade height valve 7.Channel speed valve 8.Cleaning fan speed valve 9.Hydraulic 

pressure sensor 10. Cutting blade height senor 

 

5.2. Monitor main screen 

Monitor is the interface between driver and machine; one function is to display the working 
parameter and let driver read and understands it. Another function is to let driver set 
parameter on this screen. Monitor main screen is shown as Fig.15. 

 
Fig.15 Monitor Main Screen 

1. Cutting blade pressure 2.Channel pressure 3.Cutting blade speed 4.Engine speed 5.Driving 
speed6. Fault code7.Cutting blade height display8.Cleaning fan speed 9.Parameter setting 

button 
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5.2.1. Parameter setting screen 

There are 2 screens prepared for parameter setting in monitor.  

And screen-1 is set for valve current input, including cleaning fan speed, cutting blade speed, 
channel speed and driving speed etc. Parameter setting screen-1 is shown as Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Parameter Setting Screen-1 

Cleaning fan speed(RPM) 800 

Cutting blade speed(RPM) 300 

Channel speed(RPM) 500 

Driving speed(km/h) 3 

 

Screen-2 is prepared for setting parameter of pressure value, automatic adjusting value of 
cutting blade and engine speed etc. Parameter setting screen-2 is shown as Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Parameter Setting Screen-2 

Cutting blade warning pressure value (MPa) 30 

Channel warning pressure value(MPa) 30 

Cutting height adjusting(mm) 10 

6. Conclusion 

Currently we found some problem when Automatic harvesting control system puts in practice, 
the first question is that over-high engine speed setting causes high engine fuel consumption. 
The second is that over-fast driving speed leads to channel block. The third is over-low fan 
speed results to cleaning impurity. Aim to work out these problem, we set variety parameter 
on machine to test harvest effective, after carrying on harvesting experiment times again in real 
sugarcane field, finally we got the optimal parameter to improve harvesting performance with 
low engine fuel computation, channel transporting fluently and sugarcane neatness. And when 
transporting channel block is occurred, we always slow down driving speed and move cutting 
blade upward step by step until channel running recover. But there is still one unsolved point 
that how to troubleshoot the root cause of channel block correctly by machine, it is our study 
target to figure out these existed problem one by one in the future. 
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